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Summary. Neurotransmitter release, neuronal exci- 
tation, and a whole variety of other neuronal functions 
are controlled by the intralextra cellular ca2+ gradient. 
The major pathway for entry of ca2+ into the excitable 
cells is mediated by voltage-gated c a 2 +  channels. 
Several functional subclasses of voltage-dependent ca2+ 
channels have been identified, based on their pharma- 
cological, biophysical properties, and molecular cloning. 
Recently, three human diseases (familial hemiplegic 
migraine, episodic ataxia type 2, and spinocerebellar 
ataxia 6)  were added to the growing list of ion-channel 
disorders, all caused by different mutations in the P/Q- 
type ca2+ channel a1 subunit. Molecular analysis of the 
ca2+ channelopathies will provide new insights into the 
role, function and pathology of these voltage-gated ca2+ 
channels. 
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Introduction 

Neurotransmitter release, neuronal excitation, and a 
whole variety of other neuronal functions are controlled 
by the intralextra cellular ca2+  gradient. The major 
pathway for entry of ca2+ into the excitable cells is 
mediated by voltage-gated c a 2 +  channels. Recent 
advances in understanding the structural, biophysical 
and pharmacological properties of voltage-gated ca2+ 
channels has highlighted their heterogeneity and 
diversity (De Waard et al., 1996). In the last five years a 
growing number of human disorders have been 
described in which mutations within voltage-dependent 
ion-channels form the underlying molecular defect. 
Mutations in a sodium channel result in hyperkalemic 
periodic paralysis, paramyotonia congenita and myo- 
tonia fluctuans (reviewed by Hudson et al., 1995); 
hypokalemic periodic paralysis is caused by mutations in 
the al subunit of the skeletal muscle calcium channel 
(Ptacek et al., 1994) and episodic ataxia type 1 (with 
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myokymia) is  produced by point mutations in a 
potassium channel (Browne et al., 1994). Recently, three 
other human diseases were added to the list of ion- 
channel disorders, all caused by mutations in the P/Q- 
type ca2+  channel a l ~  subunit gene (Ophoff et al., 
1996; Zhuchenco et al., 1997). Missense mutations were 
found in patients with familial hemiplegic migraine, 
truncating mutations were associated with episodic 
ataxia type-2 (with nystagmus), and expanded 
trinucleotide repeats were observed in patients with 
spinocerebellar ataxia 6. Molecular studies of all of these 
so-called channelopathies will provide new insights into 
the world of voltage-gated ion-channels, cell membrane 
excitability, the patho-physiological mechanisms 
underlying these disorders, and form the basis for the 
development of new proph lactic therapy. This review 
surveys the diversity of CaL channels and provides an 
overview of the growing list of ca2+ channelopathies. 

Basic properties of voltage-gated ca2+ channels 

Voltage-gated ca2+ channels regulate ~ a 2 +  entry in 
a potential-dependent manner and thereby contribute to 
ca2+-signaling in a wide variety of cell types, including 
nerve, endocrine and muscle cells. These ca2+ channels 
play a key role in signal transduction by acting as links 
between the realms of electric signaling and intracellular 
biochemical messengers (Hille, 1992). Similar to 
voltage-gated Na+ and K+ channels, activation of ca2+ 
channels is highly voltage-dependent. The channels are 
more quickly activated within one or a few milliseconds 
and opened with larger membrane depolarizations. 
Inactivation, the closing of ca2+ channels, occurs during 
maintained depolarization. The speed of inactivation 
varies widely, ranging from very slow (requiring second 
long depolarizations) to relatively rapid (tens of 
milliseconds). 

The basic insight into the structural features of 
calcium channels  has mainly emerged from the 
biochemical characterization of the skeletal muscle 
dih dropyridine (DHP) receptor, the skeletal L-type 
CaL channel (Campbell et al., 1988; Catterall et al 
1988). These studies revealed that voltage-gated ca2? 
channels are comprised of multiple components, forming 
a large macromolecular complex of about 500 kDa. The 




















